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Good morning…LUNA! 
GRAFF presents the most inventive faucet collection for the bathroom. 
 
Headquartered in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA, and with the main European Office based in 
Florence, Italy, GRAFF is recognized globally for its capacity to “innovate within tradition” since 
1922. 
The company stands out for its new ideas, unique achievements and exclusive solutions in the 
faucets field.  
 
Designing a product in GRAFF means pushing the perfect equilibrium formula forward, towards a 
combination of harmony and functionality: a product with unique qualities strongly grounded on 
pure design and high standard finishes. 
For this reason, GRAFF has developed the special Steelnox® finish, perfectly fingerprint-proof and 
very high performing.  The powder coating process, in fact, makes the finish extremely resistant to 
scratching and chipping as well as abrasions, corrosions, discoloration and other problems of wear. 
 
LUNA evokes a celestial form: an element that shines with its ethereal features in the bathroom, 
showing its perfection, a sinuous element that floats gently on the wall. 
Creating a spout like LUNA, with such harmony and perfection in its functionality, has been a 
formidable challenge for GRAFF. 
The company know-how and engineering capabilities have allowed the development of an 
impeccable chrome finish, far superior than the average quality available on the market. 
 
Winner of the prestigious Interior Design Best of Year Awards in the Bath section, LUNA’s singular 
design is supreme not only for its distinctive shape, but also for the mirror-like finish, which gives 
its surface a highly reflective effect. 
 
Equipped with an aerator, the LUNA faucet has a flow rate of 18 liters per minute with a 3 bar 
pressure. 
 
Available with wall-mounted or deck-mounted handles as a lavatory faucet, the collection also 
includes an original shower column recalling the curve of the spout. 
LUNA is available in the polished chrome and Steelnox® finishes. 
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